
Worship Audition 
 

STAGE 1: Video Audition 
1. Fill out the online audition form. 
2. Click the appropriate linked button at the bottom. 
3. Choose one of the three songs: “Your Love Awakens Me,” “What a Beautiful Name,” or 

“In Christ Alone.”  
a. Listen to the original track and learn your parts with the provided music. 
b. Practice with the Practice Track! 

4. Record yourself! Make sure there is ample light on your face as you record. 
a. Note: We will evaluate your skill based on the rubric located in the pages below. 

Make sure you read the “General Musician” expectations as well as the 
applicable instrument/voice sheet. 

5. Once finished, just email your audition video to worship@scottsdalebible.com 
6. The team will review your submission to see if you are ready to move on to Stage Two. 

You will generally hear from us within two weeks.  
 
STAGE 2: In Person Audition 

1. Learn the other two songs provided. You will need to know all three of the songs 
provided. 

2. Once ready, email us, and we will set up a time to hear you in person! 
3. The “In Person Audition” consists of meeting some of the leaders and answering some 

“get to know you” questions, and then is followed by a time of jamming together. 
4. If we feel you are ready to join the band, you will be invited to “shadow” during a 

practice. This is a time where you will strictly observe from the seats what goes on and 
then stay for a service to see how it all comes together.  

a. If you aren’t at the level we are looking for, we will give you a list of things to 
work on.  You are more than welcome to continue practicing and re-audition 
when you feel ready! 

5. After Shadowing, you will be scheduled to play/sing! Expect us to give you tips about 
how to improve from time to time. Make sure you show up early so that you are ready 
to play when practice starts, and make sure you always know your parts!  

 
Let us know if you have any questions about the music or the process! We are excited to meet 
you and explore whether playing in a worship band is where God would have you! 
 

The SBC Worship Team 

mailto:worship@scottsdalebible.com


GENERAL MUSICIANSBC

DISCIPLE

PREPARATION/PUNCTUAL

COMMUNICATION

BAND ROLES

MUSICALITY

IMPROVISATION

TEACHABLE

BODY LANGUAGE

Believes in Jesus Christ as their Lord and 
Savior. They are commited to worshipping 
God and obeying His commandments. They 
love the Church and making disciples.

Knows parts, song arrangements, and style of 
song. They show up on time.

Responds to texts, emails, and phone calls. 
Blocks out dates ahead of time letting the 
leader know when they are unavailable.  
Interacts positively with other band members.

General knowledge of how the band works. 
(see other musician sheets)

Good intonation and grasp of appropriate 
tone for their instrument/voice. Understands 
the feel of songs. Able to play with the 
metronome and stay in the pocket.

Able to create parts on the fly, play along with 
other musicians, and follow the worship 
leader when entering into spontaneous 
sections. 

Responds well to and even seeks out 
feedback.

Willing to outwardly express the sentiments 
of the song and moment within their God-
given personalities. Recognizes the role body 
language plays in communicating the heart 
of worship.



PIANO/KEYBOARDSBC

BAND ROLE

COMPING/LEADS

STYLE: Immersion Worship

TECHNOLOGY

CHORDS AND KEYS

VOICINGS

STYLE: Folk/Gospel

SYNTH/PAD/ORGAN

The piano spans the sonic spectrum. The 
pianist must serve the moment, adding bass, 
mid-range, and high notes when needed. 
They discern when to use rhythmic chords, 
lead lines/fills, and create space.

Competent at learning lead lines and 
comping styles from recordings and/or sheet 
music. Darker tones for intro and background 
chording, brighter tones for piano features. 
Use light pad for endless decay.

Student of atmosphere.  Has a good ear for 
creating space through use of whole notes 
and intentional voicings, mixing synths, and 
using reverb and delay to create textures. 
Adds minimalistic lead lines.

Familiar with Mainstage (troubleshooting, 
reseting midi, plugging in, and operating 
program). Optional: Can choose/edit sounds 
in the library, and adjust reverb, delay and 
other effects.

Knows basic chords (major, minor, 7th, add 9, 
etc.) in every key. Can play inversions and 
alternate bass notes.

Intentionally voices chords to best set the 
mood of the song. For example, utilizing the 
trend of a fifth in the bass with an octave third 
of the chord up top.

Use Blues/Jazz chords and voicings. More 
piano driven when applicable. Tasty “fills” in 
between vocal lines.

Synth/Pad: Use Root-5 technique. Sparse 
note changes (play notes that will sound 
good in any chord). Padding = darker tone. 
Leads = brighter tone.  Fill in chords as song 
builds. Open filter with Mod Wheel to create 
tension/release.
Organ: Sustain with fingers. Use Rotor Speed 
to vary textures. Growl at high points (speed 
up rotor and glissando up to chord).



ACOUSTIC GUITARSBC

BAND ROLE

STRUM TECHNIQUE

LEADS

CHORDS AND KEYS

FINGER TECHNIQUE

VOICINGS

The Acoustic Guitar covers the midrange with 
an added benefit of providing rhythm, thus 
being able to create the feel of the song, and 
carry it without the other band members if 
needed.

Strum patterns and tone are appropriate to 
style and feel of song. Knows when to build, 
groove, and fingerpick.  Can discern type of 
strum pattern on the fly if necessary.

Competent at learning Acoustic lead lines.

Knows Basic chords (major, minor, 7th, add 9, 
etc.) in every key. Can play inversions and 
alternate bass notes.

Clear notes, smooth transitions, and 
competent bar chord use.

Intentionally voices chords to best set the 
mood of the song.



BASS GUITARSBC

BAND ROLE

GROOVE

RIFFS

BUILDING

CHORDS/KEYS

DRUMMER AWARE

TONE

Provides the sonic foundation for the band.  
The stronger the foundation, the stronger the 
structure. You provide a platform for the other 
musicians.

Rhythmic patterns and notes match the style 
of song as well as the part of the song.  

Intentional and tasty but does not take focus 
off of the singer or the moment. Listens and 
coordinates with other musicians and singers 
to know when to fill in space with a fill. Used 
as a transition or to announce a section.

Builds through use of whole, quarter, eigth, 
and sixteenth notes. Utilizes techniques such 
as switching to a pick or changing octaves 
(start high, then arrive at low).

Knows Basic chords (major, minor, 7th, add 9, 
etc.) and their roots in every key . Can play 
inversions and passing tones in the right key.

Communicates with drummer to sync 
rhythmically with the kick patterns throughout 
the song.

Fat. Not muddy. Can change right hand 
position to achieve a sound best fitting to the 
song and part of the song. In general, playing 
closer to the bridge makes for a more crisp 
sound. Closer to neck creates a warmer 
sound.



ELECTRIC GUITARSBC

BAND ROLE

COMPING/LEADS

STYLE: Electric Duo

DELAY

CHORDS AND KEYS

VOICINGS

STYLE: Immersion Worship

TONE

Rhythm: fill out mid range. Provide drive to 
the band. Crucial in building and arriving.
Lead: Cover lead lines and provide 
contermelodies and textures. Fill out upper 
sonic range.

Competent at learning lead lines and 
comping styles from recordings and/or sheet 
music. Creatively uses countermelodies to 
add depth to songs.

Collaborates together to cover rhythmic and 
sonic needs of the moment.  At choruses one 
electric goes high while the other fills out the 
mid range. Tag-teams creating textures and 
driving band where appropriate.

Uses 8th and dotted 8th delay at fitting times.

Knows Basic chords (major, minor, 7th, add 9, 
etc.) in every key. Can play inversions.

Intentionally voices chords to best set the 
mood of the song. Familiar with different 
chord positions up and down the neck of the 
guitar.

Student of atmosphere.  Has a good ear for 
creating space. Uses reverb, delay, and other 
mod pedals to create synthy swell sounds.

Has a pedal board and uses appropriate 
settings for clean and driven sounds.  On top 
of the current guitar trends.



DRUMSSBC

BAND ROLE

FEEL OF SONG

FILLS

STYLE: Immersion Worship

ARRANGEMENT

BUILDING

Bass Aware

TECHNOLOGY

The Rhythmic Backbone.  The drummer must 
intimately know the song arrangement. They 
are crucial in leading the band through each 
part of the song.

Understands the overall genre and groove of 
worship songs and can branch into new 
genres when needed.

Intentional and tasty while not taking away 
from the moment. Used to transition between 
parts of a song or to usher in an elevated or 
deflated mood.

Student of atmosphere.  Has a good ear for 
creating space, and knows when to layer in 
rhythms or come out of sections to honor a 
moment.

Understands different movements of the 
song: when to come in, when to build, and 
when to arrive.  Uses fills to signify a new part 
of the song or to transition.

Utilizes the standard “Train Build” when 
appropriate (or whatever is called for in a 
given song)

Collaborates with bassist to sync kick 
patterns.  Locked in with bassist throughout 
the set.

Ableton: Knows or is willing to learn how to 
drive the program.  Has a basic 
understanding of starting, stopping, and 
punching in. 

Drum Pad:  Familiar with using a drum pad. 
Uses relevant sounds.



GENERAL INSTRUMENTSBC

BAND ROLE

COMPING/LEADS

IMPROVISATION

STYLE: Immersion Worship

CHORDS AND KEYS

VOICINGS

TONE

MUSIC READING

Listens to the already present lead lines and/
or sonic ranges and textures covered and 
adds parts to compliment, not compete.

Competent at learning lead lines and 
comping styles from recordings and/or sheet 
music. 

Can find or create their parts in any key.  
Utilizes Major, Minor, and Pentatonic scales to 
aid their playing. Interacts with already 
present lead lines and vocal melodies.

Student of atmosphere.  Has a good ear for 
creating space with their instrument.

Knows Basic chords (major, minor, 7th, add 9, 
etc.) in every key. Can play inversions and 
alternate bass notes.

Intentionally voices notes/chords to best set 
the mood of the song.

Creates a tone that is pleasant and adds to 
the overall sound of the band.

Is familiar and comfortable with leading lead 
sheets, chord charts, and/or learning songs 
by ear.



VOCALISTSBC

BAND ROLE

TUNING

HARMONY/BGV

VOCAL CUES

TIMBRE

LEAD VOCALS

SPONTANEITY

STAGE PRESENCE

Vocalists lead the congregation into song 
through confident, moment sensitive singing 
and stage presence.  Communicates the 
emotions and sentiment of the song.

In tune. 

Matches the rhythm and pitch of lead 
vocalist.  During breaks from singing (when 
the lead vocalist sings alone) they join in 
singing off mic and engaging in the moment. 

Lead singers are comfortable singing or 
shouting out encouragements to the 
congregation (e.g. “Let’s praise Him” or 
“Declare this in trust!”). Additionally, singers 
can explore “hitting the post”, that is, 
speaking over an instrumental, to help 
prepare the congregation for how to 
approach the upcoming words of the song.

Uses modern voice inflections, tone, and 
style.  Pleasent to listen to, and can 
communicate the sentiment of the song 
through their voices.

Comfortable singing in a way that engages 
and inspires the congregation to join in the 
song.  Uses vocal dynamics to build the song.

When appropriate, the singer can fill space in 
a song with spontaneous singing.  This can 
be done to reinforce the ideas of the song, or 
prophetically introduce pertinent, Spirit-led 
prayers and ideas.

Confident and authentic.  Singers set the 
congregation at ease by displaying 
comfortability on stage, freedom to express 
emotion, and a vertical and horizantal 
awareness.  Every singer is open to critique 
and strategically applies corrections to their 
demeanor in a way that is authentic to their 
personality while honoring their responsibility 
to effectively lead the congregation. 


